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and then we take the term and k find k out how the scripture uses th.e- it,

and then we take the term and find out how the epte- scripture uses it

and that becomes our theological term, the word trinity never even occured

in the Bill e. It is a ter m which has been invented by the Christian church

to represent an idea which is gathered by a comparison of various-pet

portions of the Bible. We are absolutely convlncedsc theathat the Bible

teaches the trinity, and when we say the trinity we mean-the- a very specific

idea , we don't mean that there are three gods, there is only god. But we

believe that this one God exists eternally in three persors. And we cannot

1)
understand it, there is nothing in human experience like,t there is nothing

in the world like it, but it is oeay-clearly what the Bible teaches if we

take the different portions of the Bible dealing with it and put them together

ad examine them, and orthodox Christians all through t1 years have believed

in the trinity right from the very time of Christ, doctrine was not clearly

expressed in detailed , precise langauge until three hundred years after the

time of Christ, but certainly the early Christians all believed, but when it

was clearly expressed in this precise language, the term trinity came to

be used as a means todesignate, ard the term trlnityixxx is sometimes used

I n other connections but ± it is not a common word to cause any great amc*unt

of confusion. Now, in this case this word inspiration has been taken over

by the Christian ChNxurch from this one passage in the Bible, and we do not

find this wwcakd anywhere else in the New Testament, but -t--i-s-this one ww

passage does use the word in the sense that is exactly what it has been used

to mean in the Christian Church. All scripture is given by inspiration of God,

and is profitable for reproof, for correction, for instruction in righteousness,
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